Abstract

This paper seeks to understand the political dynamics that operates behind reforms in China. To interpret the political influences that have, and are, determining the course and trajectory of the reform process, two themes have been chosen. First, an examination of ideological trends (determinants) and their relationship with economic reforms, and the second, as an important corollary, the behaviour of factions (variables) within the Communist Party of China (CPC) that have differing perceptions on the role of ideology and reforms. These provide important indicators of policy changes and offer valuable insights into the evolution, depth and nature of Chinese politics during the reform period.

Introduction

The pragmatic approach adopted by the Chinese leadership in introducing a process of incremental reforms in the late 1970s required maintaining momentum of the reform programme and to constantly meet challenges, failures, and setbacks. Major changes inevitably provoked dissonant views within the political system resulting in the emergence of strains that developed between those who would not benefit or could not adjust to the new conditions and those who saw the new opportunities. The resulting pressures on the system required constant attention of and mediation by top party leaders who strove for consensus on the contents of the reform programme and its agenda and participated in a process of bargaining to reconcile different policy orientations and institutional interests. The competing interests that emerged when a new wave of reform was introduced appeared to have spokesmen or advocates who represented opposing factions within the Communist Party of China (CPC) that were of the opinion that the reform programme represented a dilution of ideology, so intrinsic to the relationship the Party had with the people.
This paper, divided in two sections, interprets the politics of China’s reforms process by concentrating on the aspects of ‘ideology’ and ‘factions’ that have and are representative of elite Chinese power politics and authority.

I

Ideology and Reform

‘Ideology’ has been variously defined as “ideas which help to legitimate a dominant political power,”¹ “the link between theory and action,”² and “sets of ideas by which actors posit, explain and justify ends and means of organised action.”³ Franz Schurmann, writing on China, defined ideology as “a manner of thinking characteristic of an organisation...a systematic set of ideas with action consequences serving the purpose of creating and using organisation.”⁴ Politics in China has a strong ideological content. The tactics adopted by the political actors in the use of ideology⁵ has influenced, to some extent, the policy agenda of the reform period. Three fundamental questions that emerge are:

1. What have been the major ideological trends since 1978 and why?
2. How have these ideological trends influenced China’s economic reforms and why?
3. What are the conclusions to be arrived at on the role of ideology in economic reforms?

In Chinese Communist vocabulary, ‘theoretical work’ can be inferred to be ‘ideological work’, and theory is more closely identified with practice than with reality.⁶ According to a standard Chinese definition, a theory (lilun) is a system of concepts and principles, or a systematic rational knowledge; a scientific theory that is established on the basis of social practice and has been proved and verified by social practice, and is a correct reflection of the essence and laws of objective things.⁷ In the Chinese context, a theory is not much different from a doctrine, an ideology or a set of propositions serving as a guiding principle for action. Theories without immediate relevance to policy-making or implementation are considered inconsequential. Ideology, as understood and interpreted by the Chinese, is not only an explanatory tool or a prism through which
domestic processes and world affairs are observed, but more importantly, a guide for action and policy.

Within the Chinese system, there is a well-established institutional commitment to the dominant ideology expressed most notably through the ruling Communist Party’s political line. China’s top-level decision-makers upbringing and training follow one ideology or another, and their ideological orientations influence their policy preferences. Even the most ardent reformer in China does not try to abandon the Party in carrying out reforms. Reformers and conservatives alike, as members of the “political elite” like to make the Party a leading force in the process of social and economic change. Ideology is, therefore, the vehicle for communicating regime values to the Party rank and file and to the whole population. Competing ideological strands generally operate either as a stimulus to reforms or as a constraint on them, thereby affecting their pace, scope, content and nature. Chinese reformers, led by Deng Xiaoping, attempted to gradually transform orthodox doctrine into a more elastic pro-capital and investment attractive ideology while retaining essential socialist values.

The course of ideological and political change since the Third Plenum in 1978 has been cyclical, with periods of advance and periods of retreat. It begins with reformist values, initiatives and experimental implementation followed by ideological criticism and readjustment. Subsequently, pressure builds up for a new round of reform initiatives. This cyclical pattern has derived partially from the complex nature of China’s economic reform programme, which has in its process of evolution stimulated many political, economic and social problems. Decentralisation and open door policies have frequently led to budget deficits, inflation, an overheated economy, corruption and even political dissent, thus building pressure for economic and political recentralisation. But, market-oriented reforms and their supporters are also increasingly compelled by their own interests to seek greater autonomy and decision-making power, which in turn demands greater reform and opening up.

From Deng’s period to the current Hu Jintao phase the CPC leadership has interpreted ideology to legitimise the reform process.

‘Practice is the sole criterion for testing truth’ and ‘Socialism with Chinese characteristics’

With the demise of Mao, the tapering of the Cultural Revolution and the marginalisation of the “Gang of Four,” the new CPC General Secretary to emerge was Hua Guofeng. Supreme as the leader of all branches of the Party and the state, Hua was seemingly in a comfortable position as he was chosen by an ailing Mao Zedong to run the affairs of the state. Yet, in a short period from July 1977 to December 1978, power equations underwent a transformation and Deng Xiaoping emerged as the new leader. The method adopted was an ideological discourse that pitted the reformers’ rallying cry of ‘[P]ractice is the sole criterion for testing truth’ with Hua Guofeng’s policy of ‘upholding whatever policy decisions Chairman Mao made, steadfastly carrying out whatever Chairman Mao instructed’ (emphasis mine) – an ideological position otherwise known as ‘Two Whatevers.’

The discourse was initiated when the Guangming Ribao (Guangming Daily) published a pseudonymous article entitled ‘Practice is the sole criterion for testing truth.’ This article generated a discourse that led to the emergence of two groups within the CPC: the conservative remnants of the Cultural Revolution Left who strongly felt that Marxism and Maoism were being undermined and the pro-reform party members who increasingly rallied around Deng.

Hua, in his political strategy for survival, chose to highlight those elements of Maoism that favoured economic development and contacts with foreign countries. While stressing class struggle as the key task and Mao’s slogan of ‘grasp revolution and promote production,’ Hua called for greater labour discipline and payment according to work. He did not show any unique vision for China apart from re-emphasising the Maoist models of development, such as Dazhai and Daqing that stressed ideological education and hard work as the Chinese way of developing agriculture and industry. The reformers, on their part, adopted a strategy that demonstrated prudence in ideological innovations. Without deviating too much from the prevailing ideological convention about the greatness of the Mao Zedong Thought, Deng spoke about its high relevance and the need to return to its fundamentals. Deng said that it was necessary to use
“genuine Mao Zedong Thought to be taken as an integrated whole in guiding the people, army and Party.”

According to Deng, the point of departure of Mao Zedong Thought was not the theory of class struggle but ‘seeking truth from facts,’ an idea Mao had developed during the war years. Deng proclaimed this notion to be the very foundation of Mao’s Thought on the understanding that primacy of practice was the basis of the ‘integral whole’ of Mao Zedong Thought. Ideologically, Deng shared some of Mao’s values and basics of Marxism. In some ways, Deng was returning to a more classical version of Marxism, which emphasises the economy as the basis and the theory of ‘existence determines consciousness’, and to its basic methodology rather than its utopian themes. This return to basics was itself a kind of liberalisation for party cadres dispirited after the excesses of the Cultural Revolution and the emergence of the autarkic Gang of Four.

The triumph for the reformers in this ideological discourse came about after General Luo Ruiqing, then Secretary General of the CPC Military Commission, backed Hu Yaobang by carrying an article in support of reforms in the *Jiefangjun Bao* on June 24, 1978. This was a clear sign of military backing for reform and change, and also the emergence of patronage networks within the system (guanxi) that Deng had nurtured since the civil war days against the Guomindang (GMD). To reformers, there were three principal reasons for their affinity with the new ideological current. *First*, they understood that Mao’s ideological legacy had lost much credibility with the people due to the Cultural Revolution. *Second*, the theme of ‘practice is the sole criterion of truth’ was important for economic reforms, as it was economic performance that was being evaluated, and *third*, the new ideological interpretation provided legitimacy to build up authority and strength in time for the Third Plenum in December 1978.

To further isolate Hua Guofeng and the Cultural Revolution Left, Deng declared that an ideological debate was necessary as it was a political issue involving the fate of the Party and the country. The Third Plenum of December 1978 set in motion a series of reforms that brought out a fundamentally new political and economic order. It also brought new people into the Politburo, notably Hu Yaobang, director of the CPC’s organisation department. Above all, it set the stage for a soundly based programme of economic reforms, which could take place against a background of greater institutional regularity, legality and a freedom from
the fear of chaotic political campaigns.\textsuperscript{22} The Third Plenum established a reform-oriented policy agenda and signalled a watershed between the Maoist past and the Deng era of reform. With the battle for political ideology over, a politically secure Deng Xiaoping provided the next phase of ideological interpretation at the 12th National Congress of the CPC. There, he stated:

\begin{quote}
[In carrying out our modernisation programme, we must proceed from Chinese realities...We must integrate the universal truth of Marxism with the concrete realities of China, blaze a path of our own and build a socialism with Chinese characteristics.\textsuperscript{23}
\end{quote}

Deng’s new discourse was significant in several ways. \textit{First}, it showed Deng’s determination to explore a unique path of reform and modernisation. To this end, Deng needed a broadly interpreted socialism and a more discursive framework to initiate and justify the ‘capitalist’ experiment. \textit{Second}, by deviating from the Leninist approach, which was the prevailing convention, Deng was taking an important step in establishing his authority. \textit{Third}, this new formula also reflected Deng’s strong sense of nationalism.\textsuperscript{24} To appease sceptics, Deng called for guarding against the corrosive influence of external decadent ideologies and it can be inferred that one purpose of Deng’s discourse on ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’ was to highlight the Chinese national and ideological identity and independence from both the Soviet communist model and the Western capitalist model.

Deng did not further elaborate his concept of socialism with Chinese characteristics but this was suggestive of his attempt to explore a more coherent ideology for his reform programme. By keeping the concept general, normal and flexible, Deng was able to ensure a wide discursive acceptance of the new formula. On the one hand, the concept retained ideological consistency by stressing ‘socialism’, which was essential for leadership consensus, and on the other, it allowed for more theoretical innovations and flexible policies under ‘Chinese characteristics.’ One reformist economist even commented that ‘the concept is so ideologically flexible that we have enough room to manoeuvre within it.’\textsuperscript{25}

This concept, acceptable to the majority, paved the way for an agreement on the general orientation of economic reform. Most importantly, the 12\textsuperscript{th} Congress adopted a compromise convention: the primary role of planning was affirmed while the supplementary role of
the market was also noted. This reinterpretation of ideology gave top priority to the goal of modernisation as the most important task of the Party. To Deng’s credit, he also introduced the concept of ‘economic democracy’ at two levels – decentralisation of the economic sphere and broader participation in decision-making in the economic bureaucracies that were in large way responsible for the initial success of the reforms. Deng also ensured that he had the CPC with him and ideologically legitimised the reform process by the ‘four cardinal principles’ – a commitment to Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought, Party leadership, socialism and the dictatorship of the proletariat.

The legitimacy of the reform programme was thus tied to the legitimacy of the CPC. Party cadres were told to “seek truth from facts” and that “practice is the sole criterion of truth.” They were instructed to acquire knowledge that would equip them for the new era. This radical shift was a logical corollary to the ideological devaluation that had taken place during the height of the Cultural Revolution. This shift in ideological discourse from the political to the economic was an innovation in a political culture that had hitherto been wedded to the concepts of an elite bureaucracy and a totalist ideology.


Jiang Zemin became the General Secretary of the CPC following the June 1989 Tiananmen Square protests and was seen as a political lightweight from Shanghai by many veterans. However, not only did Jiang Zemin survive the intricacies of CPC politics, he also managed to guide the Chinese economy on to a high growth path, with Zhu Rongji as the premier. Economic growth and improved living standards, rather than revolutionary ideology or democratic procedures, were the main sources of the Party’s political legitimacy. While Deng Xiaoping had interpreted socialist tenets to suit current conditions, Jiang Zemin saw in the Party a vehicle of social, economic and cultural progress. This was reflected in his call for the implementation of the ‘Three Represents’ (sangge daibiao). The amended Constitution of the People’s Republic of China following the 16th Party Congress in 2002 enshrines the ‘Three Represents’ as one of the ruling theories of China. The Three Represents state that the CPC must always represent:

- the development trend of China’s advanced productive forces
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- the orientation of China’s advanced culture
- the fundamental interests of the overwhelming majority of the people

The Three Represents were expected to ensure that the Party expanded its membership to include private entrepreneurs, redefined its societal role, modified its core tenets, and institutionalised its rule. Party conservatives introduced the Three Represents, as sections within the CPC felt that the economic reforms had actually weakened the legitimacy of the prevailing socialist ideology by introducing and expanding various forms of private ownership, encouraging income disparities, and, in some cases, causing serious corruption. The Three Represents were preceded by the CPC leadership implementing the ‘Three Stresses Campaign’ (sanjiang) among the Party leaders. It is noteworthy that Jiang Zemin first urged Party leaders to stress politics as the most important aspect of sanjiang in 1995. It was not until late 1998 that the CPC leadership decided to turn sanjiang into a massive political campaign across the country. While sanjiang was the ideological line adopted by the party, the Three Represents theory – initially without a formal name – was first announced by Jiang during his inspection tour in Guangdong Province in February 2000.

To provide an ideological continuity between the sanjiang and the Three Represents, Zhang Quanjing, the CPC’s general coordinator for the sanjiang campaign, said in May 2000 that the goals of sanjiang were consistent with the requirements of the Three Represents, and Party leaders should implement requirements of the Three Represents throughout the Three Stresses Campaign. Compared with sanjiang, which emphasised the disciplinary side of the Party orthodoxy, the Three Represents theory stressed the CPC’s reform or development side. In other words, it enabled the Party to adjust itself to changing times because it represented the development trend of China’s advanced productive forces and the orientation of its advanced culture. Therefore, it seems that the move to allow private entrepreneurs – who are playing an increasingly important role in the Chinese economy – to join the Party can be explained as the CPC’s reform measure to advance economic development.

In his July 1, 2000 speech, while authorising capitalists to join the Party, Jiang Zemin reiterated that Party cadres should be the first to bear hardships, help others and the last to benefit themselves. Although the call was nothing more than a repetition of the CPC dogmas, its significance is notable in light of the fact that capitalists were now able to join the Party.
In his recent study on the Three Represents, Bruce Dickson cited an article by a Central Party School professor as saying that the ideological campaign meant that not all people in each status deserved to join the Party; only the truly outstanding ones, who also met the other criteria of Party membership, were qualified. Ideologically, the CPC leadership might have been aware of the difficulty to convince the masses that the Party would tame capitalists to ‘represent their interests.’ After all, by allowing capitalists to join the Party, the CPC appeared to be giving up its socialist beliefs.

Perhaps out of this consideration, the Party’s propaganda department issued a series of requirements guiding and regulating the media’s reports of the Three Represents theory. In July 2001, all central level media were notified that in reporting on the July 1 speech and the Three Represents theory, all articles must be guided by talking points (koujing) that glorified the Party’s historical achievements and exalted its ability to develop with the times. It was strictly prohibited to interpret the July 1 speech otherwise, especially if that meant interpreting it to mean that the Party was admitting private entrepreneurs, or that the Party was giving up its working-class base. The CPC leadership seemed very sensitive to any accusation that the Three Represents theory, which provided the basis for allowing private entrepreneurs to join the Party, was inconsistent with socialist dogma. Importantly, accompanying the measures to encourage private entrepreneurs to embrace the symbolic socialist principle of common wealth were the CPC’s increased efforts to improve China’s weak social security system to appease the marginalised working classes.

It is revelatory that although the CPC could symbolically incorporate private entrepreneurs into its ideological orthodoxy through the Three Represents campaign, the Party’s ability to drive private entrepreneurs to embrace that orthodoxy has become very limited. One reason is that the Party’s membership has not been attractive enough in contemporary China. In addition, the CPC’s reluctance to extend a strengthened traditional orthodoxy from the ideological field to factual policymaking out of the fear that economic development might be curbed has also reduced the ideological effect of the Three Represents campaign. Finally, the CPC has been unable to fully implement its policy from the centre to local levels, let alone the hazy ideological call to consolidate orthodox socialist principles among capitalists. Given these reasons, the ideological effect of the campaign can hardly last long. The Party will have to continue its pragmatic policies.
in economic and social fields, and will possibly launch massive ideological campaigns like the Three Represents once it detects other threats to its legitimacy.

c) The Hu Jintao phase (2003 to present)

With Hu Jintao as the President of the PRC, and Wen Jiabao as the premier, the continuum of ideological precepts guiding the reform process remain. It is imperative to outline the main concerns of the current dispensation with its focus firmly on the economy. These concerns are the central guiding themes for the ideological positions taken by Hu Jintao since his becoming President. First, there has been a subtle adjustment in the general goal of development. Since China began economic reforms in 1978, high growth has always been a primary concern and a priority of the state. Second, in the Chinese public discourse during last two decades or so, economic development has been synonymous with GNP growth. Third, over the past 25 years, despite the Chinese economy performing at a remarkable average annual growth rate of 8.9 per cent there has been a rise in acute social tensions.

Against this background, the new leaders put forth the concept of ‘five overalls’ – overall urban and rural development, overall regional development, overall economic and social development, overall harmonious development between man and nature, and overall domestic development and open policy. The ‘five overalls’ if any, are a clear indication that social issues of development are in resonance with the objectives of the leadership. In this light, Hu Jintao while endorsing the Three Represents of his predecessor Jiang Zemin, added his own theme of “three closenesses” (sangge tiejin – close to reality, close to the people and close to life). Hu followed up his ‘three closenesses’ (sic) with a mild remonstration of the party during the SARS crisis of 2003 by stating that he stands for “building a party that serves the interests of the public and governs for the people” (lidang weiging, zhizheng weimin) and for “achieving, maintaining and developing the fundamental interests of the masses of the people.” This re-interpretation is indicative of an ideological churning at the top levels that seek to attain the two goals of:

a) to establish authority on Party apparatuses involved in the Three Represents campaign and who still might be loyal to Jiang Zemin, and
b) to keep reiterating the legitimate role of the Party as a caring, benevolent entity that keeps in mind the welfare of the people over other concerns.

Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao have also adopted a “hollowing-out” policy towards the theory of Three Represents while referring to its importance. As Hu Jintao’s speech at the Three Represents conference vividly reveals, a distinct change of emphasis is to be noted—while Jiang Zemin stressed the representation of the most advanced productive forces and culture, and economic agents, including private entrepreneurs, Hu Jintao has highlighted the representation of the most fundamental popular interests. Arguing for the “essence of the Three Represents”, Hu raised the “new three principles of people” (xin sanminzhuyi) — i.e., “power must be used for the people, (cadres) sentiments must be tied to those of the people and material benefits must be sought in the interests of the people.”

Continuing this theme, at the fourth plenum of the 16th Central Committee of the CPC held in the fall of 2004, Hu Jintao proposed that the CPC enhance its “governing capacity” (zhizheng nengli) in order to deal with problems of a social nature. Addressing these problems, it is pointed out, will lead to the establishment of a “harmonious society” (hexie shehui).

By calling for a policy of ‘promoting people’s democracy’ through ‘internal party democracy’, Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao have managed to evolve a position that accommodates the aspirations of large sections of society who want to be stakeholders in the reform process. However, problems do exist. Skeptics consider the main strategy of the new leadership of “going to the people” as a sort of an “image project” (xinxiang gongcheng) without substance. For this reason, some observers have accused the leadership’s reform and ideological positions as being merely symbolic.

Ideological posturing apart, Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao continue to place emphasis on the centrality of public ownership in the national economy. While support for public ownership is no longer an ideological issue and low efficiency and massive waste of rare resources in state-owned enterprises are common knowledge, the new leadership has been unable to abandon this totem of public ownership. Perhaps, the fundamental reason for advocating public ownership and the continuation of a dominant role for state-owned enterprises lies in the Party leadership’s fear of losing control over the country’s economy. As long as this fear persists, allocation of state-
owned resources will continue to be tipped in favour of inefficient state enterprises, obstacles in the way of viable private enterprises will remain and the quality of China's economic development will be compromised.

II

Factions and Reforms

Factionalism is endemic in Chinese politics. In the Chinese context, these differences are articulated and channelled through factional struggles. Factions play a significant role in China's domestic and foreign policy formation and no policy sphere is immune to its intrigues. Conflicting views among the top Chinese leaders on issues concerning the country's vital interests often cause policy debates with respect to defining the nature of an issue, assessing policy priority, setting goals and choosing means. The debates are often "the putative policy alternatives or the power positions of the factions or some combination of these." They usually evolve into factional struggles and realignments within the Chinese ruling elite. The dominant groups and their leaders tend to determine the country's policy direction. Power struggles within the CPC is most often in evidence during the preparation phases of each party congress, since controlling the majority of the Central Committee members is the key to power. Factions are also not averse to adopting political campaigns as leaders attempt to shape the political atmosphere in their favour. As argued by Gavin Boyd, "changes in the relationships between contending groups in the Chinese hierarchy often affect "the regime's ...activity."

Chinese political tradition places enormous emphasis on collective interest and seniority. Moreover, leaders fear that open disputes would eventually undermine the sense of social harmony and popular respect for authority. In China's opaque political culture, factions do not generally emerge as the result of policy disputes. Rather, policy disputes reflect factional lines which already exist. Since traditional norms do not allow factions to compete in public, factional competition is conducted under the guise of policy disagreement.

Factional Determinants

On the pattern of factional politics, Parris Chang argues on an almost "perfect link between factions and policy lines," while Andrew Nathan...
somewhat incorrectly points out that policy “disputes in Chinese politics are concerned about little things, not about principles or world views.”  

Factions affect policy in three principal ways. First, even though the CCP Constitution prohibits any factional activities within the Party, in reality “groupings of officials are scattered within the hierarchy of Chinese politics.” Factional networks are characterised by strong personal patronage relationships starting from the top level of the leadership all the way down to the lower levels of the bureaucracies. When the reform process got underway, the senior leaders were Deng Xiaoping, Chen Yun, Peng Zhen, Li Xiannian, Yang Shangkun, Wang Zhen and Bo Yibo, were all veterans of the Long March and the Yan’an era. They belonged to the generation of Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai, who founded the Party and the People’s Republic, and had tremendous influence over the branches of the Party, military and the government they used to head. Through their protégés in the Politburo, the State Council, the military and their own cadres at the ministerial level, manipulated policy-making. This intra-elite politics rooted in personal connections is also known as guanxi. 

Second, factional struggles in China are often issue-oriented. In China, issues – and hence policies – are resolved by the ruling elite within the Party. This situation is quite different from polities where policy-making authority is dispersed among numerous legislative bodies, functional bureaucracies and regulatory agencies. Therefore, factional struggles in China have been “more than contests over position; substantive issues have been at stake as well.” For factions, manoeuvring on policy issues serves as one of the aspects in enhancing their particular interests and especially their leadership standing. Sometimes issues are routine enough for bureaucratic mechanisms to handle. At other times, some issues might dominate the leadership’s agenda and become embroiled in factional struggles. Issues usually involve sensitive nationalistic problems, national security concerns, economic development strategies or ideological differences. In fact, major issue debates can be seen as a battleground for various factions to compete for power.

Third, factionalism requires coalition building. As observed by a scholar of Chinese politics, “policymaking in China normally involves the formation and realignment of coalitions built around common or compatible stands on a number of policy issues.” A successful pre-eminent leader must have a factional power base. Both Mao and Deng can be seen as the masters of manipulating their subordinates and building
factional coalitions. Any settled policy in Beijing cannot be made without consensus among factions. Otherwise, opposition factions are adept at blunting policy initiatives they do not agree with or from which they stand to lose power or prestige. Differences at the Zhongyang, the power centre of the regime, often lead to heated debates and factional tensions. A prime consequence of this is factional strife and personality clashes. When personnel purging at the top is likely to take place, it indicates the end of one round of power struggle within the leadership that is followed by compulsive support for the winner’s policy programmes as cadres seek to identify with the new consensus. The new factional alignment within the Chinese ruling elite, thus, determines Beijing’s general posture on policy matters, domestic and external.

In the reform era, politics has been constrained by an economic logic that originated with the Four Modernisations. The very notion of reform was raised because the Four Modernisations were unable to break through the rigidity of the existing central planning system. Importantly, the complexity of the economic issues have rendered the differences between factions inconsequential and all factions face the same pressure to continue the reform policy as enterprises of all scales benefiting from the reform would probably continue to support the reform. It is here that Parris Chang maintains his earlier conception of factionalism and argues that the future of reform is dependent on the “balance of power” among the factions. Susan Shirk, on the contrary, identifies two basic alliances in Chinese politics under reform: the reformist alliance and the communist (leftist) alliance. The difference between them lies in their views on the appropriate degree of centralisation.

Factions and Positions – From Deng to Hu

The reform consensus within the CPC leadership after the Third Plenum of 1978 could broadly be categorised into two broad groups – the ‘conservatives’ and the ‘reformers.’ This categorisation is a misnomer as both sides were reformers insofar as they saw the need to change the old system of central planning and give more scope to market mechanisms. They, however, differed on four key questions: planning, markets, ownership and the overall character of the post-reform ‘socialist commodity economy.’ The conservative view was that planning (both, directive or ‘guidance’) is a fundamental defining characteristic of socialism and should retain a dominant role in the economy. Markets were the opposite – they
were seen as potentially anarchic and destabilising. The only leeway the conservatives would admit for the markets was for allowing certain commodities of an essential nature. The leader of this faction, Chen Yun, likened the plan-market relationship in such a system to a bird in cage – the bird being the market within the cage which metaphorically stood for the planning mechanism.

The reformers led by Deng Xiaoping and represented by Zhao Ziyang, however, argued that a radical break needed to be made from the past. Centralised planning to this faction was an impediment to socialist development since it was incompatible with economic efficiency. The logic was that economic institutions should be defined as ‘socialist’ to the extent that they contributed to developing productive forces. With the support of Deng, the reformers won this first round of factional differences over the adoption of a strategy to reform the economy. After Deng withdrew from all official positions in the late 1980s and Jiang Zemin was establishing himself as a reform conservative in the early 1990s, the most serious factional crises he had to encounter initially were in the form of the Yang brothers (Yang Shangkun and Yang Baibing) who dominated the military and later Chen Xitong, the mayor of Beijing.

Through adroit political manoeuvres (and with the help of Zeng Qinghong), Jiang Zemin managed to reverse the course by firstly convincingly embracing the reform platform represented by Zhu Rongji. He then convinced Deng Xiaoping that Yang Shangkun was plotting to take over the PLA and rehabilitate Zhao Ziyang. Were Zhao Ziyang to be rehabilitated, he would reverse the verdicts on Tiananmen and blame Deng for the events that led to it. Jiang thereby managed to change the terms of the discourse from reform to power politics. Amazingly, this manoeuvre succeeded brilliantly: Yang Shangkun and Yang Baibing found themselves sidelined at the 14th Congress in 1992, giving Jiang uncontested control of the Central Military Commission. With the Yang family out of the picture, the economy moved into boom phase now under control of a motley coalition of reformers and converted conservatives, who then proceeded to run the economy based on a hybrid middle-of-the-road policy of marketisation and opening to the outside world with domestic political centralisation.

Chen Xitong, Jiang’s next factional challenger, was like the Yang brothers an ideological conservative and a strong supporter of the Tiananmen
crackdown. He was also a staunch and consistent supporter of reform, embracing Deng’s 1992 initiatives earlier and more vociferously than Jiang. Moreover, Chen had long been personally close to the Deng family, whose business interests dovetailed with those of his own family, providing him a measure of protection as long as Deng remained politically potent. But, he had also been a consistent rival of Jiang Zemin, with his own formidable power base in the capital city. This factional dispute was not about differences regarding economic policies but was about power equations pitting two major regional factional bases (Jiang’s ‘Shanghai Gang’ versus Chen Xitong’s ‘Beijing group’) against each other. After some two years of diligent investigation (which Jiang Zemin delegated to Zeng Qinghong), Jiang finally succeeded in unearthing plausible evidence linking Chen’s Beijing group to the corrupt activities of some State Security Bureau cadres down in Wuxi, who in turn were also linked to the giant Shougang steel plant in Beijing. Further, Jiang was able to dislodge and finally even imprison Chen Xitong on that basis, although the proceedings did not commence until the Deng family’s business interests could be disentangled from the Shougang scandal and Deng himself had passed away. The fact that the legal case against Chen was a strong one does not of course mean it was pursued on purely legal grounds.68

In the Hu Jintao phase, a few factions have begun to coalesce and one notices the emergence of group cohesion within factions. For the sake of simplicity, the factions can be categorised into the following four groups:

1) “The Shanghai Gang” (shanghaibang) – With Jiang Zemin as leader, this group comes closest to the definition of a faction instead of a factional group. It is based on a patron-client relationship between Jiang and his followers, and is composed of politicians who have used Shanghai as a springboard to launch their careers. Prominent members of this faction include Zeng Qinghong, Wu Bangguo and Huang Ju.

2) The Chinese Communist Youth League Group (CCYL – tuanpai) – The CCYL cadres have long been visible in the Party centre and Hu Yaobang was the first among CCYL cadres to have assumed the top-most position in the Party. As a factional group, and not a faction, the CCYL does not have a single leader, but its members share experience in the same organisation and their sense of belonging to the same group has been dramatically enhanced since Hu Jintao.
(a former CCYL member) became the General Secretary of the CPC.

3) “Qinghua Clique” – Since school ties are useful resources in politics, political leaders who share an experience with the same institute of higher education may choose to activate their school identities for political purposes. As a category, the Qinghua clique can claim Hu Jintao, Wen Jiabao and even Zhu Rongji, the former premier, who also fits in with the Shanghai Gang.

4) “Princelings” (taize) – This category refers to children of former high-ranking officials of the CPC. Deng Pufang, son of Deng Xiaoping; Chen Yuan, son of Chen Yun; Bo Xilai, son of Bo Yibo and Dai Bingguo, son of Huang Zhen (and also the Special Representative of the PRC for talks on the final settlement of the border dispute with India) are categorised as such.

Since the factions are only being identified now, it is not clear whether they are exclusive or have evolved into overlapping structures. Being a member of the Shanghai Gang, for instance, does not necessarily prevent one from being a member of the Qinghua clique. This flexible factional structure is a metamorphosis from the early days of the reform period when factions were rigid structures with identified postures and overlapping influence was unthinkable. Tracing the role of factions in the reform period, one observes that policy debates have centred on the issues of market mechanisms, property reform, price reform, financial decentralisation, management of state-owned entities and productivity, as opposed to ideological polemics that preceded the pre-reform era. These relatively technical issues have kept those involved in factional struggle from interfering in the drafting of economic plans and the adoption of positions on economic issues is no longer a moral issue. What is also discernible is that while factions in the traditional sense (i.e., leader oriented groupings) still exist, each faction, however, gives more thought to economic interests which are not directly related to the ideological identity of the faction.

Conclusion

The overall results of reform in China to date include a strong rate of growth, rising average living standards and an epoch-making change in the openness of the economy. A significant role in making this transformation possible was played by Deng Xiaoping. While not personally
involved in economic management, Deng’s ‘political shift’ in ideological orientation influenced the Party to reinvent itself as the harbinger of change and aspirations of the cadres.

Indeed, Deng essentially defined socialism as the means to economic development. What distinguished this definition was that there were safeguards built into it – namely, a Party-led state, substantial public ownership and achievement of a common prosperity. While the very emphasis on public ownership and the role of the Party implied that reform had significant political implications, these developmental goals required an actively interventionist state. To establish his credentials in the classical Maoist tradition, a relative political novice like Hua Guofeng viewed the state as an instrument of political mobilisation and the Party apparatus as the vanguard. The reformers, on the contrary, led by the ‘twice rehabilitated’ Deng Xiaoping, visualised an activist state that employed the developmental paradigm which separated economics from the political functions that it was designed to supplement. Another less highlighted contribution of Deng Xiaoping was the orderly manner in which he brought about the elevation and acceptance of Jiang Zemin as the General Secretary of the CPC after the 1989 Tiananmen Square crisis.

Jiang Zemin, however, was no Deng Xiaoping. He had neither the charisma nor the revolutionary experience that Deng had, and also lacked the enormous power and influence that Deng once wielded. When Jiang was appointed by Deng as General Secretary of the Party after the Tiananmen crisis in 1989, he lacked a solid base of power in both the Party hierarchy and the military. To a certain extent, Jiang remained in power since 1989 largely through coalition building and political compromise. His lack of a political base was reflected at the 15th Party Congress in 1997 and the 16th Party Congress in 2002 when he was unable to place some of his supporters on the central committee. To his credit, however, goes the long apprenticeship of Hu Jintao, first as Vice-President of the PRC and also later as the Vice-Chairman of the Central Military Commission specifically tasked with divesting the military from commercial activities.

Hu Jintao, as the present leader of the Party and the State, is acceptable to both the liberal and conservative wings of the CPC. Considered open-minded about future political reform in China and with a feel for social issues (as reflected in his ideological gambits), it is widely said that during his presidency at the Central Party School, he had supervised some bold
research programmes to reform the CPC. Time will tell whether he will evolve an ideological position of his own.

Analysing the influence of ideology on the reform process, it is quite certain that the CPC would continue to be guided by ruling ideologies, even when it aims to further the ‘capitalist’ reforms. As one scholar has argued, in the field of ideology there must be a point at which, by abandoning a particularly cherished principle or embracing a previously derided theory, an ideology loses its identity or perhaps, is absorbed into a rival ideology.\(^6\) That ‘point’ at present seems quite distant. Lastly, the pattern of factionalism has continued to change since the end of the Cultural Revolution and the transformation of the political economy and bureaucratic culture in which it is embedded. This changing pattern of factionalism perhaps reflects a process of amoralisation in Chinese politics.

In China, factions reflect groups within the party elite with divergent interests and different preferred policy goals (e.g., pro-growth vs. pro-stability; radical reformers aiming at privatisation vs. moderate reformers aiming at only marketisation). In the course of reform and opening to the outside world, Chinese factionalism has come to manifest itself mainly in groups competing for resources and material benefits, contributing greatly to official corruption at the lower levels and at higher levels to the growing inclusion of bureaucratic interests and other policy issues on factional agendas. The outcome is that factions have adapted to the changing political landscape of economic modernisation by broadening their goals and participating in policy debates with increasing self-assurance.
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